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More spirituøI adaenturers ercist todny than most people think.
They trøoel unknown seøs ønd they are the ones who, in the end,
without knowing hout, suddenly change the winds of history.

(Arias,1999:19)
Relatively little research has been u¡Ldertaken about the profiles and
mofvations of the so-called health visitors. Instead, there has been
a focus on the different sub-sectoß, such as spa tourists or spfuitual
touÌists. Vvhilst it is useful to establish typologies of health tourjsm
and toudsts, as stâted by Dann and Cohen (1996:303) 'Typologies
are still orùy heuristic rather than explanatory devices'. Typologies
often serve merely to indicate collective trends and do not take
into consideration individual behaviour arrd proclivities (Sharyley,
1994). As well as being rather general, many traditional tourism
ty?ologþs are at least a decade old" thus they fail to reflect current
Iifestyle trends and values. Swarbrooke and Homer (1999) suggest
that academic typologies should be combined with market segmentation to build up a clearer rmderstarLding of tourist profiles.
This may combine geographical, socio-econornic, demographic,
psychographic, behaviouristic or life-style factors. As discussed in
the previous chapter, there is a strong li¡k between peoples' lifestyles and their propensity to engage in well¡ress tourism.

Prof iling wellness v¡sitors
Table 7.1 gives a general indication of the t'?es of visitors who
use the current ralge of wellness products and services. This is
by no means definitive, but it shows some of the t¡ends in different regions of the world.
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Table

7.1

Prof¡ling Wellness Visitors.

Typical Act¡v¡ties

Type of Wellness

(ProducVLocation)

Wellness
Domain(s)

Typ¡cal V¡s¡tors

Physical,
medical

OIdêr people w¡th
spec¡f¡c d¡seases or
comPla¡nts

Trad¡tìonal spas (e.9.
Central and Eastern
Europe, Japan, ltaly)

Sitt¡ng ¡n mineral
waters, massage,
sauna, steam room

Hotels and day
spas (e.9. UK, USA,
Caribbean, South

Beauty
relax¡ng
aromatheraPY, iacuzz¡

Cosmetic,
relaxation

H¡gh ¡ncome visitors,
business tourists,
more often women

Swimming pools,
thermal but not

Physical,
relaxation,fun

Ski¡ers, h¡kers,

treatments,
massage,

curative,

East Asia)

Purpose built
recreat¡onal spas

(e.9.
Austria, Germany)

thalassotherapy
centres (e.9. France,

Hydrotherapy, salt
inhalat¡ons, salt
scrubs, seaweed

lsrael, Greece)

wraps, tanning

Holist¡c retreat centres
(e.9. Greece, Spa¡n,
USA, Austral¡a)

Yoga, massage,
creative, spiritual,

Seaside resorts and

and psychological
workshops

Yoga centres
(e.9. lndia, USA,
Cananda, Eurooe)

Yoga, med¡tat¡on,

Meditation retreats
(e.g. Thailand, lndia)

Med¡tat¡on, fast¡ng,
chanting

Pilgrimage centres
(e.9. Spa¡n, France)

Vis¡tìng

chanting

H¡gh income hotel
guests, older v¡sitors

Physical,
curative,

cosmetic

Physical,mental, Mainly'babyboomers'

psychological,
social, creat¡ve,

aged 35-55, more
likely to be women

spir¡tual
Phys¡cal,

mental,

spir¡tual

Most likely
professional women
aged 40+

spiritual
religious

landscapes,
buildings, walk¡ng

Mental,

spir¡tuaì

Phys¡cal,

sp¡ritual

pilgr¡mage routes
lvledical centres
(e.9. Hungary
South Afr¡ca, lnd¡a)

couples,somet¡mes
fam¡lies with ch¡ldren

med¡cal waters,
themed saunas, and
steam rooms. jacuzzis,
fitness activ¡t¡es

cosmet¡c

Operat¡ons,
surgery,
special treatments

dent¡stry

Physical,
cosmet¡c

'Baby boomers',
backpackers, 'hippies'
All ages but
¡ncreasingly under
30, not necessarily
religious
Western Europeans
and Americans for
whom treatment is
cheaper abroad,
mainly 30+

Source: lnformation based on various sources: including ISPA data 2003-2008, Puczkó and Bachvarov (2006)'
Devereux and Carneg¡e (2006), Smilh and Kelly (2006), Lehto et al. (2006), Monteson and Singer {2004).

From Table 7.1, we can see that there are a high nurnber of women ald
people over 30 involved in wellness activities, but relatively few men and
young people. The reasons for this have not been explored in great depth,
but of course women have always been far more interested in physical
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appearânce/ weight issues, make-up, and haircare than men. This is partly
due to sociaÌ expectation, fashiorL media pressure, and so fotth, butlt ha;
meant that day spas and beauty salons are more regularly frequented by
women. Women are also more open to discussing their feelings and emotions in a public forum, according to popular psychological research (e.g.
Gray, 2002). Women traditionally played the role of carer in many fam ieì
and therefore took primary responsibility for the health and weú-being of
family members, for example, medicatiory and nutrition, even encouraging exercise a¡Ld relaxation. Although many women now work full-time
and cannot devote as much time to supporting husbands and childrerL it
is stiÌl often expected that women should sornehow hold families together
and play a nurturing ro1e. It is well-documented that working mòthers
have very little time to themselves for leisure activities arLd reláxatiory as
they stiÌl tend to do the maiority of domestic work arrd childcare. It is not
surpdsing therefore that more women crave or need specialist welhiess
services and time out from busy schedules to look and feel better.
In comparison, men may prefer different modes of relaxation, some
of which have a wellness dimension such as sports or fitness activities.
The labelling thât is used to tatget men needs to take a djfferent form,
as ii is unlikely that beauty or pampering would sound appealing. For
example, spas can seÌl their services to merL but as tools for relaiation
or stress relief. Popular activities would include massage, saunas, steam
rooms, and gym facilities. Young people (e.g. 18-Æ), on the other hand
would not see the need for wellness when they are often in peak physical condition, suffer relatively little stress and have few responsibilities

compared to the over-3Os. They would not be attracted by any kind of
services thai imply sickness or disease and which primarily atttact elderly
visitors (e.g. medical spas), and luxury spas or beauty salons are usually
too expensive for them. However, there are rising ievels of depression
in young people aged 18-25 especially men in many Western countries
(Muìlholland, 2005). This could be attributed to many factors, such as peer
pressure or media pressure to be attractive, rich, and successfuÌ; the loss
of a cle gender role with the increasing emancipation of women; or too
much stress and competition within education or the worþlace. For marketing purposes, words like'fitness', 'chilling', ,escape', or ,fun, can be
more attractive than welhess for young people, even 'rehab, which has
become trendy amongst celebrities who need to de-tox after indulging in
party lifestyles for too long!
Typical consumer research focuses on a nurnber of factors, some of
which have already been discussed in Chapter Three. Demographic segments are clearly impottant such as age, gender, income level, life stage,
geography, religion, or education. In addition, psychographic segments
become even more important for wellness tourism analysis such as lifest¡rle, values, occupatiory personaliry and hobbies. Clearly, the life stage of
individuals or the aspiration of being part of'rribes, makes a difference to
their needs. For example, young people may have relatively few physical
health problems, will be u¡Lencumbered by family tesponsibilidès; tend
to have more free time but will have less spending power. They are most
likely to travel with friends seeking fun (e.g. in aqua parks or furr waters),
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to enioy music festivals perhaps with chill-out zones, or in some cases to
backpack in spiritual destinations (e.g. lndia) and try out yoga, meditation
or other practices which are associated with a 'cool', hippie{ike identiry
Busy middle-aged executives tend to have very little spare tirne because
of long working hours and family responsibilities, but have high spending power and a willingness to pay for short-term Pâmpering and luxury
(e.g. day or weekend spas and massage) or work/life balance courses and
stress management (e.g. life-coaching). Etderly travellers will have less
spending power but more time, and they may suffer from more physical
health problems. Therefore medical spas or wellness cruises may provide
the best form of relaxation.

Segmenting health and wellness tour¡sts
Segments for health and wellness tourism are closely related to segments
for health services. It is very interesting to refer to some research by the
Natural Marketing lnsiitute in the USA (Forger¡ 2005) on health personalities. Talking about the segments and targets in health and well¡ress
tourism, it makes sense to analyse the attitude and practices the segments
represent towards health (and not towards tourism). The study revealed
that the American society can be categorized into five groups according to
their health personalities:

*

Food actives (26%): \4lho believe in creating healthy lifestyie through
balance of diet, exercise, and nutrition.
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:¡ Well-beings (23%): tNho focus on achieving good health through all
means, e.g. diet, nutritional supplements or changing lifestyle.
" Eat, drink, and be merrys (21%): Vr'ho know that they probably should
Iive a more healthy lifestyÌe, but are not that concemed about it.
ê Fence sitters (18%): I4rho are neutral about health issues, knowing what
to do, but would not do it.
¡¡ Magic bullets (12%): Who are looking for the one pi11, diet, procedure,
etc. that would solve a particular health issue.
Certainly, the fust two personalities could make the base for permanent
demand in health tourism, wherereas the 'Eat, Drink and Be Merrys' arLd
the 'Magic Buliets' could form the impulse demard, who, for whatever
reason, may become guests. But their interest does not stay for long.
The global market research company, GfK started a so-called SocioLifestyle research project a couple of years ago. The objective of data collection was to identify the main types of lifestyie and the corresponding
characteristics. AÌthough questions about health tourism demand were not
included in the surwey, these lifestyle categories could give us some directions as to who may become a customer and why for the different forms of
health tourism. Note that market studies on motivations and drivers are
more regular in other industries than in tourism, that is travel and tourism
can learn a lot from segmentation-oriented studies carried out in the service industries. This i¡formation can also provide the necessary links to and
with accompanying industries, e.g. cosmetics, travel geat transportation.
According to the Europearr lifestyle categories (Figure 7.1), 1t can be
expected that:
ê, The 'Metamorphosis' oriented customers (e.g.

'Crafty World' or 'Cosy
car show significant interest in holistic tourism and spiritual or psychological activities, whereas the 'New World' segment may
find advenfure or eco-spas attractive.
o The 'Mirage' sryle people could be the major market for luxury spa
Tech World')

hotels, spa resorts or destinations.

a Medical tourism and services caÍr attract the peoples belonging to
'Steady World'.
Following the i¡formation search about the main drivers, ISPA ran a
joint USA{arLada spa-goer and non-Spa-goer consumer study in 2006. It
may not be very suprising, that ttre findings of this study correspond to
the model of Plog (1.974). tn Plog's model visitors ca¡r fall under one of
the three major categories, e.g. allocentrics, who are open to new expedences, and place; psychocentrics, who like safe journeys, well-known circumstances; and the maiority of rnidcentrics, who want a little bit of both
extremes. The analogy from the ISPA s study mears that a relatively small
segment is the 'Core' spa-goers, who feel that leaming about ârrd going to
spas are importânt to their lives (e.g. demand for therapies). At the other
end of the spectrum are the 'Periphery' spa-goers, who enioy going io spas
but otherwise show little intetest in them (e.g. demand for índulgence
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Crafty world
. Dynamic young

Secure world
. Hedonislic, simple familìes
. Tradiiional oriented
. Search io! secuity and finânciål

people

. Sêarch for suæe$ ând mater¡al

. Hunl forthe buyoflhe cenlury

Steady World
. Seniors in retirehenl

.

Regional and tradiliona¡

. Search forcalmnes and
domeslic conlentmenl

'
. Hedoñislic, tol€rant ìntellecluals
t Feeì like cosmopolitans
. Seârch forpeßonal hamonyand new
. À¡ore sophìsricared living slandad
. LeFure lime ori€úed consumplion

Deliberatêd consumplron of

Slanding world
. Cullured, know¡ng lhe dulies ofcitiz€ns
. Moralprincipåls olìifé, bul oPen for new
things
. Prefer trådilional brdds

Figure 7.1
Euro-soc¡o-style@. sou¡ce: GfK L¡festyle Research, 2005 wlth perm¡ss¡on.

ând cosmetics). The so-called'Mid' spa-goers try to achieve a balance
between pure pampering and transformative mind, body, and spirit experiences. The drivers for non-sPa-goers are the same, but they typicaþ
fuIfill these motives through exPeriences they can provide for themselves
(ISPA, 2006a, b). However, 'Work' is ever).'where in non-spa-goers' everyday life and receiving an authentic ald rrustworthy experience is key for
non-sPa-goers.

¡hen operators and organizations define their targets and targeting strategies and tactics, it is essential to know what benefits existing
and prospective customers may associate with a health trip. An in-depth
survey for the Destination Spa Group (2005) provides insight on the desti1

nation spa goer as compared to the general vacationer. Respondents of the
survey listed many positive benefits from a destination spa triP, that is:

,

Energy level and mental ability increase, and destination sPa goers:
- A¡e mo¡e alef and have improved ability to concentrate
- Feel more creative
- Feel better able to handle everyday life and have arL increased ability
to relax each evening
- Have more energy when they awake in the moming
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-

Appear to have

a

very high ability to resolve chaÌlenges

Seem to handle business affairs better

o Physical fitness irnproves and spa-goers:
- Feel more physicaÌly fit and have more endurance

s

-

Feel more agile
Are more happy with their body image
Exercise more enthusiastically
Interpersonal skills and con¡rections improve and spa-goers:
- Feel more connected to and cared for by 1am31y, friends and work

associates

-

Have a greâter understanding of self

Family arrd friends

see a

definite positive charLge.

These findings support the idea that the general theme that characterizes positioning in health and welhess tourism is benefits (and to a lesser
extent user or competitive positioning themes).

The attempt at segmenting health tourists has evolved from being
mainly a brand or site related issue to a national or even international one.
We refer to a couple of recent studies that collected information about visitors and guests. The findings of The Leading Spas of Canada (2006) study
reveaÌed and also confirmed that spa-goers in day and Íesort spas are quite
different from those of medical spas, for example. The key findings of the
2005 Canadian Spa Goers Survey summarized that compared to individuaÌs who did not visit a spa in 2004, spa goers:
o Are yonngeri

s Are students;
A¡e employed full-time, part-time or self-employed;

" More frequently have university and/or postgraduate
ê
education;
*

Have a Breater a¡nual household income;
¡¡ Use the Internet as their primary source of income.

Another study, organtzed by the Hungarian National TouÌist Office in
2002, however, reveâled that the Hungariart medical spa-goers:
¡r Are older;
4t Are pensioners;

â Average or little above average university education;
ê Have average or lower tharL average arurual income;
{} Do not use the Internet.
The National Tourism Authority in Ireland (2007) produced a Health and
Wellness Strategy in which they note that in the UK and Irelarrd indulgence is one of the main reasons people visit a spa. Research strows thât
there is an increased need for consumers to feel better. This desire is driven
by a hectic coÍunuter culture, stress-related health problems and a tiring
pace of life. Irish Spa goers have two main reasons for visiting spas: to

ffiffi

ffi,,"
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pamper and indulge themselves and to escape. They aÌso identified six
discreet segments for health and well¡ress:
ø Eun

*
a

seekers

(going away with friends and enjoying themselves. Not spa

reguÌars or experts)
Occasional pamperers (taking

time out from a busy, stressful schedule.

Spas are a rare treat)
Relaxers (seeking rest and time out. Spas as escapism)

Serenit! seekers (seel<ng peace, understanding and self-acceptalce.
' Wellness
as lifestyle)
* Beauty queens (iatercst in looking good and being glamorous)

*

HeIp seekers (looking for change in their lives)

Lifestyle segmentâtion may also draw on the geography, topography,
or culture of a couritry or region. For example, for Wellness Tourism in
Eastem Fi¡land where there are many lakes and forests and the emphasis
is on outdoor recreation, Kargas and Tuohino (2007) suggest the following
segmentation:

"
"

Mostþ merç under 35 years old, little interest in mental well-being, sport, or fitness. They enjoy sleeping and
sauna (note that saunas are an integral part of life for most Finns a¡rd
not a luxury spa activity!).
Work and health-orientated nature people: Over 857" women mainly 35-44
years old, interested in sport, fitness, healtlu and nature, as well as menCareless of holistic well-being:

tal well-being and balarLce. Tend to eat healthy food, go to the gym, arLd
do Nordic walking.
of mental well-being: A third of respondents were men, a third
" Seekerc
of respondents had chìld¡en. Over 6Ol" are aged 25-44. They are most
interested in domestic life, mental well-being and balance.
ø Cultural ewreciators who exercise in nøture: Interested in nature, health,
and sport rather than domestic life. Almost 757" were women mostly
aged 45-65. One-third lived alone, one third has children, ar-rd 25% were
empty nester couples. They tend to enioy cross-country skiing and winter swimming.
Love and family are the most important things in life,
" FnmilA-orientsted:
but natue, sport and health are also rather imPortant. Spiritual and mental weli.being were less impottant. 75% of respondents were womeq
aged 18-44. They tend to enjoy dora,nhill sküng.

ê Home-orientated: Enioy domestic activities, cooking, and handicrafts.
Mostþ 45-54 year olds and emPty nesters if they had children. Less
hterest in gyms thal in walking or outdoor recreation.
ø Spirituality and nøture npprecíatorsi 72"/" worrten, mainly 55-65 years old,
marry of whose children have left home. Walking is a popular activity.
Many of these segments could be used in other contexts, but the wellness activities chosen by ihe Participants such as cross-country skiing,
Nordic walking and winter swimming (e.g. in Lakes) are very tyPical of
the region and would not be relevant elsewhere (e.g. the Mediterralean,
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Asia). While this is an excellent cluster analysis and the methodology could be used in a more intemational context, the factors will vary
according to geographical and cultural context. There is clearly a need
for research at nationaÌ Ìevel in most countries or regions which want to
develop wellless tourism in order to identify cÌusters or segments. It is
not enough to focus on general consumer behaviour or lifestyle trends the research should also include travel and tourism pattems.

Demand and mot¡vat¡ons of health tour¡sts
Götz (2008) raises an interesting idea about why many people like to
bathe in waters. He refers to the two theories of evolution. One (the more
accepted one) bases its approach on savanna-theory or Darwinism, while
the other one assumes that water monkeys were the predecessors of human
beings. Some ethnologists believe that some humaroids had to adapt to a
lifestyle that was very much based on sea ard sealife. This would explain
the propensity of aimost all civilizations and societies, ancient and modem,
to engage in some form of water-based activites for health and well-being.
The Austria¡r Ministry of Economy and Employment (Austria) collected
the major factors that guests may look for when they decide where to
travel. The ministry walted to collect those factors that carr provide developers and managers with help and directions. The study (BMWA" 2002a)
enlisted the following major factors: geographic location, basic offers,
âmbience, atmosphere, information, fitness areas, changing and wet areas,
sauna, relaxation areas, massage, cosmetics, nutritiorL qualilied personnef
prograÍunes for groups, accomnodation supply and its price level, ârrd
products taking into account the different needs of women and men.
ln terms of demand, weliness and holistic tourists are like1y to be
'Active Health Seekers' (House of Lords Report on CAM, 2000), who are
highÌy motivated a¡rd determined to play a role in their own health. They
frequently choose alterrLatives to orthodox medicine arLd are not âfraid to
experiment. Sociological research carried out by Cleaver arLd Muller (2002)
into the tourism behaviour of 'Baby Boomers' bears relevant findings for
the wellless sector. The Baby Boomer market (now the late 30s to mid
S0-year-old groups) is a key target for well¡ress. These consumers are often
at their peak earning potential, have high education levels, enjoy greater
freedom from debt, have more time for travel and greater desire for 'selftulfilling' âctivities (CÌeaver & Muller, 2002). Psychographic analysis of
census and other data in Australia by the Ray Morgan Reseârch Centre
(1997) has resulted in the development of a 'lifestyle typology' for the
Baby Boomer population containing 10 categories. In terms of value segments, they appear to occupy a place somewhere between 'visible achievers' and 'socially aware'. Dickman (1997) describes 'visible achievers'as
those who are generally over 30 and eam above average income. They are
in control of their lives, but wart personal recognition of success. They
tend to have a strong focus on themselves and their families. They are
likely to be 'inner-directed' (Middleton & Clarke, 1998), educated, mature,
self-confident, with strong cultural, aesthetic and creative aspirations,
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and a desire for self-realization. lnterestingly, this may also be the group
which Glouberman (2002) identifies as most likely to experience burnout.
The second group are 'socially aware', community minded and environmentally friendly. They are likely to be progressive and open-minded, and
take a global view of the world and poiitical issues. They also tend to be
early-adopters of new products.
According to the findings of the Wellness Lifestyle Insights study
(Hartman Group, 2007), the key ìife stages and situations that make people
in the USA interested and motivated in wellness were the following:

,

High school athletics
e Going to college
o P¡ggnançy/having kids
å Aging/milestone birthdays

.

Personal/vicarious heaìth experience

Most welhress tourists have the motivation to optimize their physical
and mental health. Depending on their personal circumstances, they may
be seeking escapism from stress; rest and relaxation; a spirituâl exPerience;
to be in nature; self-development or improvement meeting like-minded
people ald forming communities; and emotional or creative expression.
In terms of wellfless or 'well-being' tourists' behaviour and travel patterns, Toudsm Australia's (2007) research shows that:

"
"

Well-being is addictive! well-being travellers take this experience often.
On average well-being travellers have been on seven well-being hips in
the last 5 years.

a Travellers prefer to take well-being experiences domestically rather than
ovefseas.

e Tïavellers don't want to deal with airports or a different culture when
they are travelling for well-being.
ê Longer well-being experiences are taken overseas, but there are usuaþ
other reasons for the trip.
ç Domestic well-being travellers stay on average 5 days, 4 of which are

for

a

well-being experience.

Those who travel overseas take 16 days with 8 days for well-being.
Some specific offers are also taken overseas (i.e. meditation in lndia).

"a
, Pampering,

spa treatment trips are especially limited to a maximum
duration of 5 days.
ç There is a greater need to add other experiences (or go overseas) when
the duration is increased.
For most wellness tourists, there are emotional needs which trigget the
desire for certain kinds of experiences on a trip from which the results are
ideally taken home (Table 7.2).
OveralÌ, it is difficult to give an overall profile of wellrLess tourists therefore it is better to retum to some of the sub-sectors identified so far in the
book in order to focus in more depth on the different demands and motivations of tourists.
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Table

7.2

Emotional Triggers for Wel¡being Trips.

Emotional Tr¡ggers

Tr¡p Focus

Take Home Result

Learn¡ng and f¡nding the

direction

Renewed self through
awareness of d¡rection

The goal: to detox, get fiv
healthy, enhance spir¡tuality

Renewed self through
progress towards the goal

To replen¡sh their own needs

Renewed self through
enhanced well-being

'My relationship with my
partner ¡s worn down by
everyday life'

One another and the
relationsh¡p

Renewed relat¡onship

'l need a reward/to celebrate'

lndulg¡ng themselves

Renewed self

'lvly l¡fe lacks meaning'

'l know the goal, but I'm

stuck'

'l am worn down by everyday
life'

Source: Tour¡sm Austølia, 2007.

Spa tourists
ISPA (2004 estimates that there are nearly 100 million active spa-goers
worldwide. This includes research from 12 cou¡rtries - Australia, Austria,
Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Singapore, Spain, Thailand, UIÇ
and the USA. Spa visitors are mainly female in professional and executive
jobs (often 70%+), however, men account for more than 407" of spa-goers
in Australia, Austria, Germany, Japan, Singapore, Spail, and Thailand.
Baby boomers dominate this market: 60% fall into the 30-49 age group.
Those 50 years and older have decreased fuorr. 23ok to 17% in the past
5 years. An encouraging finding is that younger spa users (<30 years old)
are increasing in nurnber. This group accounted for 13% of the resort-based
spa-goers in 1992 and 17To 1n 1997 (ISPA,2003). Women continue to make
up 74% of this market. Many people go to spas mairily for stress relief, but
at least half value time to be alone. Most Americans and Canadia¡s visit
spas alone (ISPA, 2006a). The most popular treatments for women tend
to be massage, facials and marricures, whereas men prefer steam, saun4
massage and exercise machines. Interestingly, physical shape, fitness, losing weight, nutrition ald appearance were NOT importânt motivations,
instead the top reasons for going to spas were feeling stressed, wanting a
small indulgence, the desire to 'splurge', to feel better, rest and relaxation,
and pampering. Interestingly, the US spa-goers (63%) are more likely to
travel out-of-town to visit spas, but this is true of only 49!" of Canadians
(ISPA, 2006a), however when Canadians do travel to spas they are likely
to stay longer.
Interestingly, Euromonitor Intemâtional (2008) found out that Japan sold
the most spa packages in the world in 2006 via t¡avel retaiÌers (Table 7.3).
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Table

7.3

Number 0l Spa Packages Sold Worldw¡de 2008

Packages
Japan
Spa

USD (m¡ll¡on)

usA
Italy

4,360
2,432
2,387

Canada
Un¡ted K¡ngdom
Sw¡tzerland
Germany
France
China
New Zealand

1,077
846
636
607
4O4

360
347

Sou¡cê: Euromonitor lnternat¡onal. 2008

Spa goers' profiles are likely to dìffer - sometimes radically - according
to which countries they come from. For example, ISP,{s (2003) study of the
Japanese spa market shows that 60% of ]aparLese residents had visited a
spa in the past 12 months compared to 21% of Americans. Day spas are the
most popular, followed by mineral springs (39%). Unlike in the USA where
69"/" of spa visitors are women (ISPA" 2006a), equal numbers of Japanese
men and women tend to visit all categories of spas. Steam baths/sau¡ra are
the most frequently requested treatment (48%), followed by massage (271"),
but the Jâpanese prefer reflexology to manicures and pedicures. The average age of a spa visitor is 45, si¡nilar to the USA, where it is 44 (ISPA, 2003).

ISPA (2006b) makes a useful distinction between segments

in

sPa

tourism:

a Cor¿ (Most involved)
ç Mid-leael (somewhat involved)
e Periphery (leasl invoÌved)
These reflect the degree to which consumers approach their spa experiences as part of a holistic, long-term orientation towards heaÌth and
well-being, rather than iust engaging in escape or mere indulgence. Core
spa-goers are more comrnitted to larger wellness lifestyles and see their spa
treatments as pârt of that, whereas peripheral spa-goers see spa treâtments
as a (rare) indulgence and have not made the connection with wider wellness or health issues. Consumer visits to spas usually incorporate one of
the following drivers:

ø lndulgence \pleasure, fun, appealing to the senses)
"ø Esarye (i.e. relief from the pressures of social life)
Work (individual work related to self-improvement, i.e. physical,
mental, ald emotional)
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Day-spas tend to target city dwellers with limited leisure time (CrebbinBailey et al., 2005). Azara et al. (2002) showed that the average age of t)?ical visitors to the Devonshire Spa in the UK was 41 for men and 45 for
women. Although the spâ is visited by many local people, national arLd
international visitors were also present (44o/o for men,71% for women).
Most people were looking for relaxatiorç escâpe, a new experience, and

personal/individual fulfilment. Many liked to be alone there, especially
women. Men in particular emphasized the stress-telief âspect.
Increasingly, we can see a number of new and purpose-built recreational
and leisure spas in countries like Austria, Germany, and Switzerland.
Most of these are of a very high quality with a diverse range of thermal
facilities ald treatments. Some are located in mountain and ski resorts and
âre frequented by skiiers or hikers. Excellent provision is usually made for
families and children, even if the childrens' facilities are physically separated from the adult ones. Such centres are more Ìikely to attract equal
numbers of men ard women, and especially couples (romantic packages
cal be purchased, for example).
However, the profile of medical or health spa visitors, for example in
Central and Eastern Europe may be radically different from recreational,
day or beauty spas. Referring to the research by HNTO (2002) it seems
to be the case that medical spa visitors are from a higher age group (e.g.
55+), there are often as many men as women. In some ways, it is perhaps
more helpful to look at the profile of medical tourìsts to gain an insight
into who visits these spas, as their profiles can tend to be radically different from welÌness spas.

Holistic tourists
Ekade (1971) sees the internaÌ a¡rd external quest as homologous, and
Graburn (2002:31) suggests that'the relationship between an inner ând
outer metaphor may be the key to understanding tourists' motivations,
expectations and satisfactions'. Holistic tourists' i¡¡rer journey will be
equally if not more important than the outer one, arLd they are focused
on a sense of self rather than'Other'. Holistic tourists are often interested in 'finding' their true selves. In this context, as stated by Seaton
(2002:1.62) 'Tourism is at least as much a quest to be as a quest to see'. De
Botton (2002) cynically suggests that we are largely unable to escape from
ourselves and our persistent worries, and Edensor (2001:33) questions
whether we are truly able to 'transcend the mundale'. Holistic tourism
perhaps affords opportunities to do just thât, but it is arguably more than
a mere escape route. Holisfic toudsts appeat to cÍave the enhancement
rather than the avoidance of self, and many go away to confTont the very
problems that other tourists are orùy too happy to leave behind. Given

the apparent de-differentiation of tourism arLd everyday life (McCabe,
2002), it is not surprising that tourists are increasingly using tourism as a means of improving their home life, rather tharr merely escaping from it. For this sub-sector, the link between lifestyle and tourism is
especially strong.
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A continuum of interest,/experience can be referred to with regard to
holistic toudsts/pãticipant travellers. At one end are toulists who have little prior knowledge of yoga, Tai Chi and so or¡ but who are willing to 'try
it out' by way of a relaxing holiday. Further along, are those who perhaps
attend classes at their local gyrn sporadically or who may have attended
a one day workshop on reflexology, reiki or some other complementary
therapy. These tourists may wish to participate in a holistic holiday to rejuvenate themselves and/or their interest and motivation in 'better [ving'
when they get home. At the extreme end of the visitor continuum are those
who are regular, comrnitted advocates of yoga, Tai Chi (or whatever the
chosen activity of their holiday is based upon). Such visitors often already
incorporate healthy diet and exercise into thetu daily lifestyles and as such"
are not looking for new ski'lfs bu! rather to re-locate the activities they
enioy, temporarily to djfferent, warmer, more pleasant, surrouldings.
Analogies to eco-tourism are useful in this discussion of the emerging
holistic tourism sector. Swarbrooke and Horner (1999) refer to the spectrum of ecotourist types in terms of 'shades of green', ranging from 'tght
green' to 'totally green'. Purple is often used as a cenLral colour in altematíve therapies, therefore an analagous reference coufd be posed in relation
to holistic tourists.
Little pr¡or knowledge/practice of hol¡st¡c act¡vit¡es
New experience

L¡lac
(Exper¡menters)

-conta¡ned/One-off holiday
Unlikely/may lead to integrat¡ve 'better living' upon
return home
Seeks comfortable surroundings, guided instruct¡on,
scheduled programme
Self

o Sporadic/occas¡onal practitioner of hol¡st¡c activities

e Renewed/lapsed/motivat¡onal exper¡ence
@

o

May become regular holiday type
Likely to renew better l¡v¡ng upon return home

È Seeks a range of surround¡ngs/accommodation types

,,

Requ¡res some guidance and a cho¡ce of act¡vity

programming

6 Regular practitioner of hol¡st¡c activities
¡' Cont¡nued/re-located exper¡ence
& Typ¡cal hol¡day cho¡ce
s Reinforces and consolidates home-based l¡festyle/
behaviour
ê Seeks simple surroundings (less relevant than the
qual¡ty of activity)
3 Fìequ¡res advanced ¡nstruction and space for selfdirected practice
Sou¡ce: Sm¡th and Kelly, 2006.

Deep Purple
(Purlsfs)
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The following quotations selected from the lnternet sites of various
holistic centres gives some idea of toudsts, experiences of a holistic holi_
day and the motivations that led them there oi might encourage them to
book a holistic holiday in the future. For many, thJlocation is L integral
part of the experience; for others it is the presence of a charismatic gróup
leader or teacher; some enjoy the relaxation or social elernents; and ótheri
take parts of the experience back home into their everyday lives.
Now here I am back home and I still carry all the blessings of

those

tuo weeks around with me. I lookforwørd to the neJd time.
(Sacred Joumeys, UK)
I fegl
present in my moment-to-moment experiences, and I
feel
-m9re
enriched by the liaes ønd stories of the other women here.

(Hawaiian Retreats for Women)

it is. Actuauy I haae lost all track
of time. Thank you for the most amazing and well spent three days of
my hfe.
I'ae actually forgotten u)høt date

(Little House of Avalory lreland)
Few dreams are so weII conceiaed,
fauer so impeccøbly executed.

(Serrania Retreats, Spain)
Møgical gardens and stunning landscßpes, Tuith such a sense of
freedom to roøm.

(Oxon Hoath, UK)
Sandra, you øre a true inspirøtion giaing t¡me to eaeryone.
(Sacred /oumeys, UK)
So good to

Jind a retrent with abør!

(Oxon Hoatl¡ UK)

Yoga tourists
Yoga tourists ate perhaps a sub-sector of holistic tourists in that tlue yoga
enthusiasts do not see yoga as a fitness or exercise programme, rathei as=a

spiritual path which aims to balance body, mind, ãnd soul. Ideally, yogic
thinking should be integrated into everyday life including asanas'lphyii_
cal postures), breathing practices, meditations, and nutridãn (idealy veg_
etarian a¡Ld organic). The kind of visitors who choose yoga holidays aie
those who_ already tend to practice yoga at home, altnougfr some úegin_
ners are also attrâcted to yoga holidays because of positive press artd
promotions. Research is sparse, but Lehto et al. (2005) demonitrate that
the profile of yoga tourists tends to be mainly female with a high level
of education and a professional job, aged 35-54 years old spiritual but

ffi'".
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not religious, and interested in vegetadan and organic food as well as
complementary and alternative medicines. Yoga is generally seen as a lifestyle rather than a sporadic hobby. They list the toP five motivations for
yoga holidays as:

* 'to renew myself '
relax'
" 'to
'to be more fleible in body and mind'
"* let go of stress from a busy life'
'to
o 'to help me gain

a sense of balance'

Although more women than men tend to practice yoga, there are large
numbers of male yoga teâchers and spirituâl gulus. This could help to
encourage men to become involved in certain forms of yoga. ln general,
it is believed that men are drawn to more physical ard strenuous forms
of yoga, such as Ashtanga, which involves moving from one Posture to
another in a 90-min sequence. Men are perhaps more likely to get involved
in martial arts and practices that are perceived to be more 'masculine'
such as Tai Chi and Qi Gong. Interestingly, women-only classes ale a rarity in Tai Chi and it is generally beneficial to have a mix of Yin (female)
and Yang (male) energy within a class (Tai Chi Finder,2007). Retreats
exist which focus just on Tai Chi and Qi Gong, but these practices are also
included in many holistic holidays.

New age tourists
Johnston and Pernecky's (2006) work on the profiles of New Age toudsts,
demonshates how specialization indices can be created for such niche sectors. In their research on a New Age Festival, the New Sptuit Festival 2004
in Auckland, New Zealand, specialization based on tourists' skills, knowledge, and involvement was measured, resulting in resPondents being categorized as low, medium or highly specialized individuals with respect to
three aspects of New Age tourism - spirituatry moúvation, ald consumet
needs. Distinctive profile characteristics emerged, showing differences in
levels of preference for organic food, alternative healing treatments and
religious beliefs.
Nine questions within the survey were used to create an index of sPecialization. The questions fell into three general cateSories: experience,
centrality to life and investment. Experience measured the resPondent's
New Age practices and skills. Questions were asked conceming lifetime

number of trips to New Age sites/events, number of triPs to New Age
sites,/events annually and ownership of New Age ltems. Centrulity to lifestyle rneasured the respondent's knowledge of New Agelspiritual places,
the number of New Age/spiritual courses completed, and involvement
in New Age/spiritual activities. Làsfly, lnoestment measured the respondent's monetâry expenditures on New Age products and sefvices over both
specific time periods and throughout their lifetime.

The analysis of the retuÌned surveys showed that the respondents had
the following demographic characteristics:

Most (98%) were from New Zealald, from Auckland arLd from different
regions of the country.
a Most were women (82%).
* Most (92%) were between 31. and 70 years of age. OnIy 217" were
between 21 and 30 years old.
* The majority (82%) identified themselves as New Zealand European; there
was only a small percentage (9%) of Maori a¡Ld/or Asian representation.

"

:.

By contrast, income and education levels were diverse.

About 50% of the respondents said they were 'Non-believers' who
had no religion. 'Believers', the remaining hall divided themselves
into Christia¡s and 'other'; the latter included self-reference to identities such as 'Pagan Wltch'. 69% of the sample believed or behaved in
\ ¡ays that made them high specialized New Age tourists. A fwther 221o
scored as medium speciahzed, while only 9% of respondents were low
speciaìized.

Overalf the research showed that people who participate in the New
Age phenomenon should not necessarily be homogenized into one group,
suggesting that even within sub-sectors of niche tourism, there can or
should be further segmentation. It is also difficult to use labels such as
'New Age' because of possible negative connotations. In this research, for
example, data analysis showed there seems to be a sub-group of people
who live out New Age lifestyles but do not self-identify as New Agers.

Spiritual tourists
Cohen (1996) differentiates between different tourist motivations and
experiences, categorizing them as recreational, diversionary, experientiâl,
ery>erimental, and existential. While the first three categories of tourist are
largely 'escaping' routine, boredom, or alienation, they are not necessarily expecting to find meaning elsewhere. In contrast, experimental tourists
seek spfuituâl centres in dìfferent, altemative directions; often sampling
and contrastìng 'authentic' life or rituals in an attempt to find themselves.
In many cases, they tend to be younger, 'postmodem travellers' hanging
out in ashrams or Kibbutzes for some length of time, but can also include
aging hippies from the 1960s and 1970s who never left the destinatiorL or
increasingly, 3O-something, burnt-out recuperating professionals. Cohen
(1996) is slightþ cynical about this type of tourist (the eternal 'drifter')
for whom the search itself can become a way of life. Existential travellers,
on the other hand, tend to commit to one spiritual centre, residing there
permanentþ or visiting periodically on a kind of personal pilgrirnage.
Muldt (1994) refers also to 'ecotourists' in the context of youlger, often
environmental tourists who are dabbling in altemative lifestyles and who
seek peer accreditation for 'right on' behaviour. Spiritual tourists âre often
both experimental and existential in that they are usually on a quest for

w,'.
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Table

7.4

Spirìtual Tourists Differ in Many Ways from Religious Tourists.

{, Affiliation to specific religion or religious
grouP
e Interest in quest for religious

o Likely to have 'multi-faith' empathy
,, Interest in personal, spiritual
development

enlightenment

c

r

Enioys visiting specific religious sites and
landscapes
Empathizes with other religious tourists,
pilgrims, and local communities

"

.,

Engages in ritualistic behaviour

"

Ljltimately seekìng reìigious union or
salvation

*

"
"

Enjoys visitin8 spiritual or mystical
landscapes
Seeks interaction with local and indigenous communities
May engage in riruals and ceremonies
Hoping for reconciliation of body, rnind,
and spirit

a spùituâl place (intemal or external), even if they have to visit multiple
centres before they find what they are looking for (Table 7.4).
Spiritual tourists seem to have in comnon the fact that they believe in a
power beyond themselves, but not necessarily a specific 'God'. They tend
to choose trips which take them on an i¡ner as well as ân outer .iourney;

seeking peace, calm, and transcendence. Simple, natural environments
are sought where accommodation arLd food may be basic. They are often
wiÌting to endure hardship to reach a spiritual goaf and may join communities where basic ma¡rual or agricultural work is required (e.g. in
corununes or ashrams), or may even be altruistic enough to assist in conservation proiects or helping the poor. This is particularly true of piÌgrims
(Devererx & Came gie, 2006).

Medical tourists
Medical tourists can be afly age but are most likely to be older or retired
people from Westem developed courLtries where prices for medical treatment are high and waiting lists are long (e.g. USA, Britain). Assenov arLd
Suthin (2007) estimated that in the UK in 2004 over 41,000 people were
expecting to experience a waiting time of 6 months or more to have various surgeries. In the USA, medical insurance is particularly expensive so
many people are uninsured or under-insured, and therefore cannot afford
treatments there. Richards (2006) also notes that aboul 7o/o of China's
1.3 billion population travels to other Asiar cities for medical tourism.
The motivations of visitors vary according to what kind of treatment is
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needed. For example, as stated by Henderson (2004) toudsts may travel
for reasons of illness or wellness within the context of medical tourism.
There is a spectuum of medical tourism which ranges from serious oper_

ations such as heart bypasses, through medical, but non_surgical and
asset-based heatments, to dentistry, cosmetic surgery, even sex change
operations in countries like Thailand. Many of these patients prefer dis_
creet treatments and services, since they wouÌd not necessadly want to
show themselves in public just days after the operation. Witepski (2005)
notes that in the case of companies like the South African ,Surgeon and
Safaris' (which focuses maidy on cosmetic or non-essential surgery) the
majority of her clients come ftom the IIK and the USA. The average client
is aged between 45 and 65 and is usually single. In terms of motivation,
recuperâtion in a beautifuÌ setting is an added attraction to the cheaper
prices, not to mention the medical skills of practitioners (e.g. it is thought
that high numbers of skilled dentists can be fou¡rd in Hungary).

Targeting new markets
It should

be recognized that there is a great deal of urLtapped potential
for heaÌth and wellness services and tourism. The Spa Associaûón (2005)
surveyed a sample of residents in the USA of whom 19% were male
arld 81% were female to find oui why people did NOT go to spas. 63%
said they never went mainly because it was too costl)¿ Other reasons
included a lack of understanding of what a spa is, uncertainty about treatments, it was too time consuming or there was no spa in their local area
(Figtxe 7.2).
85% had never been on a spa vacation and were orùy somewhat ìikely
to visit a spa in a hotel they were already visiting. Although 65% said
they preferred to visit a spa near their home, 35% would seek a spa whilst
traveÌling. Therefore, although not always a primary motivation for tourism, spas can do much to attract 'incidental' welhess tourists within an
existing destination. ISPA (2006b) suggest thât spas need to overcome

Figure7.2
Reasons for NotVisiting

Spas. Source; SPAA, 2005.
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negative impressions and stereotypes that spas are 'self-indul8ent', Just
for women', or 'too expensive'. ISPA (2004) suggests that core consumers
tend to be the most catered to in terms of communicatiory menu designs
and available spa treatments, but they represent the smallest percentage of
the overall spa population. Positive ald hustworthy experiences need to
be created for fust-timers so that they become repeat consumers, and nonspa-goers should be offered incentives such as discounts or free samples of

products.

It can be seen from the various analyses above that the welLness market
in Europe arrd the USA) is still dominated by the over 30s and
women. This is perhaps inevitable, although we see slow but sure shifts
towards more men enioying spas or stress management workshops, however the need for more men-only spas and male-orientated treatments
may be needed more in the future. Young people may go to spiritual
retreats or on pilgrimages. Teenagers in the USA and Canada are visiting spas more and more frequentþ for massages, facials, manicures and
pedicures (ISPA, 2006a). Whlst it is desirable for most wellness centres to
attract more visitors, they should not fall into the tlap of hying to attract
all markets sirnultaìeously (e.g. a common mistake in ulder-visited spas).
Elderly medical visitors would not appreciate being disturbed by yourg
people or children amusing themselves in 'fun waters'; many women find
it difficult to share bathing, relaxation or saunâ areas with men, especially
where nudity is enforced (e.g. Germany and Austria); visitors looking for
relaxatiory pampering and beauty do not want to be surroulded by sick
people or feel lfüe they are visiting a hospitaf those who are interested in
healing the physical body will have little interest in psychological or spiritual practices, and so forth. Comrnon sense should prevail when developing, managing, afld promoting spas.
(at least
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Conclusion

It is clear that more

research is needed on the various sub-sectors of
health tourism to identify which segments or clusters should be targeted.
Increasingly, lifestyle factors are becoming the most imPortant determinants of segmentatiorL but these are complex and specific to different
age groups, genders, even societies ald cuÌtures. As discussed in Chapter
Four, there is a clear link between the way people conduct their everyday lives (e.g. their propensity to integrate health practices or not) and
theìr travel behaviour The growth of customized sewice and the experience economy also means that visitors are becomìng more discerning and
demanding, so destinations and attractions have to focus on tailoring their
products not only to segments but to individuals. This is challenging,
especially when visitors also expect to experience something indigenous
or loca1 to a destination. Thus, health toudsm needs to become even mote
diverse and unique in its product development, targeting new markets at
the same time as satisfying ever more demarding exisiting ones.
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